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FACETS

BRIDAL & ENGAGEMENT RINGS
by Sarah De Castro

Just like love ... diamonds endure
The word diamond is derived from ‘adámas’, which is Greek for ‘unbreakable’. It is for this very
reason that diamond rings are part and parcel of engagements and weddings. Emotions and
desire are perfectly symbolised by the strength and brilliance of earth’s hardest mineral. Many
take their rightful places as heirlooms and are passed from one generation to another. Solitaire
explores the different bridal and engagement rings that best illustrate the life of a couple, and
their future together in one very special and hopefully unbreakable bond.
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Classic engagement
rings in white gold
with diamonds of
different cuts, HANS
D. KRIEGER

Founded in 1720, the family-owned
company works tirelessly to producee
timeless designs meant to be passed
d from
m
one generation to the next. Its classic
ic ring
rings
ngss
are set in 18k white gold and adorned
ned w
with
ith
th
smaller princess-cut diamonds. The
he bril
brilliance
llianc
ncee
of the white diamond in the middle
le doe
does
es nott
go unnoticed; the princess-cut diamond
amond
d totals
4.71 carats, while the brilliant-cut, 5.07 carats.

In1780, Marie-Étienne Nitot — the founder
of Chaumet — built an empire by designing
wedding jewellery for the likes of Joséphine
de Beuharnais, wife of Napoléon Bonaparte,
and Archiduchesse Marie-Louise de
Habsborug-Lorraine, niece of Queen MarieAntoinette. More than a century later, the
French jewellery house continues to design
age-old classics. The Joséphine Tiara ring
(inspired by Empress Joséphine) features a
pear-cut rubellite and a princess-cut diamond
highlighted by 18k pink gold.

Crowned as the king of all rings, the American
jeweller is named after its founder, and is
synonymous with luxury. Apart from their
engagement rings, they are renowned for their
Ultimate Bridal Collection, an exclusive
service allowing clients to create a
one-of-a-kind diamond engagement
ring starting from 3 carats. This double
marquise-cut diamond ring features a wave
of brilliant-cut diamonds, seemingly holding
the diamonds by their edge.

Founded by Laurence Graff OBE in 1960,
the London-based jewellery house is
known for their signature bridal style — a
pavé of the most intense pink diamonds set
in rose gold, with each stone skilfully handmatched to ensure a perfect pink-hued
gradient. This ring is available in a variety of
cuts that sit atop the band — oval, emerald,
brilliant, radiant, pear, or square — allowing
its brilliance to shine in contrast with the
warmer tones.

The French high-fashion brand, most
known for their monograms, has dived
further into the luxury sector with their new
collection of wedding rings. The Capitonée
wedding ring is set with a multitude of
diamonds, which meet at a cross section.
The piece is set in white gold.

Emotions and desire are
perfectly symbolised by the
strength and brilliance of
earth’s hardest mineral
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Serving Up Fine Jewellery
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FROM LEFT
White gold diamond ring
with a 10.30 carat diamond;
Necklace with a 10.05
carat pear-shaped diamond
pendant and 32.35 carat
diamond chain; White gold
earrings with two pear-cut
diamonds totalling 19.93
carats, HANS D. KRIEGER;
Twenty~4 timepiece with
a white dial and pearl grey
satin strap in white gold and
34 diamonds on the bezel,
PATEK PHILIPPE
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